
 

 

 

 

he primate hippocampus has been postulated to play a critical role in encoding, representing and 

retrieving cognitive information. Effective nonlinear multi-input, multi-output (MIMO) model 

extracted electrical stimulation patterns have been applied online to the prefrontal cortex (PFC) to 

facilitate performance of monkeys trained to perform a complex cognitive delayed match to sample 

(DMS) task, and reverse the effects of pharmacological agents that impair performance of the task [1].  

The extension of the application of this model to hippocampal areas CA1 and CA3 is demonstrated 

using the same MIMO model and applying stimulation to the hippocampus during performance of the 

task. These results confirm prior findings in rodents [2] in that they show facilitation of task 

performance by stimulation during the time of memory encoding in the Sample phase of the task. The 

results also verify prior work in the rodent showing that the extracted patterns of activity during high 

performance levels reflected the firing of task specific cells conditioned to fire only to certain trial-

specific events and conditions [3], and that those cell types were responsible for controlling task 

performance [4-5].  

The MIMO model-derived stimulation mimicked such trial-type cell firing in the same task contexts to 

facilitate memory encoding in the same type of memory task in primates. An additional feature of this 

study was the finding that individual hippocampal cells also encoded visual stimuli only on a specific 

type of trial [6] in which retention of either 1) the image (object) or 2) the spatial position of the Sample 

image on the screen were required.  Thus, cell types were recorded which showed differential firing in 

the Sample phase of the task with respect to type of trial (object vs. spatial response) as well as 

successful encoding of information critical for completion of the task. This MIMO stimulation was 

capable of enhancing the encoding of trial-dependent information in hippocampus, resulting in 

facilitated performance and decreased impact of length of memory retention or trial complexity. 
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